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Elevate
The latest spiritual news, views and announcements

In This Issue
Hope Against Hope
This Month Our Columns Dive Deep
into Hope, Happiness and Perception!

Your Reading Repertoire
Your Reading Guide, From Books to
Booklets every month we share our
top book reviews and picks!

Stop Making Excuses!
A special story from HG Radha
Govinda Devi Dasi on How to
Overcome Bodily Concepts!

Change from Within
A Monthly Column From HG Visakha Devi Dasi

An intelligent devotee of Krishna said to me, “Perception is
everything,”

which

Depending

on

I

who’s

found

a

perceiving,

fascinating

statement.

perception

may

be

superficial or deeply revealing or somewhere in between.
Ultimately, we want to perceive our actual identity as
spiritual beings, integral parts of the Supreme Spirit; we
want

to

similarly

perceive

others’

beautiful

spiritual

essence. And we’d like to perceive the source of the entire
material and spiritual existences, the original Supreme
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Person. How to do this is an endeavor called bhakti-yoga,
uniting with our spiritual essence through devotional
service – practical activities of the mind, body, and senses.
Bhakti yoga is an activity as well as a joy, and we humbly
invite you to explore it thoroughly, for the sincere practice
of bhakti yoga will definitely and inestimably improve our
perception.
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Prabhupada
prayers

This is their misconception, hope. They are hoping against hope.
Don't you see? Everyone is trying to be very happy individually,
nationally, but it is not happening. The nature's law is that, that it
will set fire. Bhāgavata says that "Why you are hankering after
happiness? If you are destined to get some happiness, you'll have it."
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APRIL
COURSES
From ancient times this knowledge was always a part of your life you
were taught how to live this lifestyle but today it has been forgotten.
Want to leave a simpler, highly productive, and happy life? Perfect! Here in the
monastery we have a perfect situation to practice and learn about this lifestyle with you
and we want to share it with you. Topics like:
Morning and Evening Routines
Productive Habits
Efficient Eating and Sleeping Techniques
Self-Care & How to take Rest
How to Set up your Space
Mindful Thinking and How to keep your Mind Refreshed
How to have a Deep and Meaningful Relationship with yourself and others from the
ancient Vedic point of view.
Join us weekly from the 29th of March on the Facebook and Instagram page of the
School of Bhakti where Manors Monks will share different tips and tricks from ancient
Vedic principles how to raise ourselves to goodness.
Get ready to elevate yourself!
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always Hope but
never Expect
BUDDHA
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The ISKCON disciple course is
intended for those wanting to
understand the intricacies of the GuruDisciple relationship. It covers
theological principles and practical
aspects such as the importance of a
guru for spiritual progress, selecting a
guru, forming a strong relationship
with the guru, testing and serving the
guru plus qualities of a bonafide guru
and disciple.
The course is based on the teachings of
Srila Prabhupada, educates one on the
history of gurus in the Gaudiya
Vaishnava tradition and explains
setbacks experienced by some gurus
within ISKCON. This course helps one
develop the values and attitude
required of a disciple and is a
prerequisite for candidates aspiring for
initiation. The course includes
PowerPoint presentations, interactive
discussions, assessment exercises and
provides an opportunity for you to ask
questions and clear any doubts.

The translation of Srimad
Bhagavatam is perhaps Srila
Prabhupada’s greatest gift to the
world. As we browse through the
pages, we’ll find a relevant story, an
inspiring personality, a striking
situation, a philosophical exchange
or a powerful life lesson which
illuminates our heart. Every word
brings life back into perspective,
reminding us of the greater journey
we are on, and filling us with
clarity, hope and inspiration. Now
is the time to build our relationship
with this scripture! In eight weeks
we’ll cover the second half of the
Srimad-Bhagavatam (Cantos 7-12),
discussing each pastime and how it
powerfully relates to our life. This
course is based on Sutapa Das’ book
called “Book Bhagavata”
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One who performs his duty
without attachment,
surrendering the results unto the
Supreme Lord, is unaffected by
sinful action, as the lotus leaf is
untouched by water.
GITA
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This is an interactive course for children based
on the teachings of the Srimad Bhagvatam, the
sun that rose when Lord Krsna left this
material world. The rays of this brilliant sun
give us life lessons on how to live our lives and
build healthy relationships with our parents,
siblings, teachers and friends. In the
Bhagavatam you will find everything from how
the universe was created, Krsna’s super-hero
powers and the loving prayers of little Prahlad.
You will find action filled adventures and
wonderful heart-warming stories of the love
that the people of Vraja, Vrindavan, had for
Krsna. Whether you like reading Harry Potter,
Lord of the Rings or Alice in Wonderland, you
will find stories that are much more exciting
and will keep you entertained for hours.
If you want to give your child the opportunity
for a spiritual foundation by which to discover
answers to the BIG questions in life then join us
on this wonderful adventure. This course will
help your child get into the philosophy of the
Bhagavatam through a lively study of these
stories, through music, drama, interactive
puzzles and quizzes.”

A riveting epic from the days of yore
that holds powerful meaning for
humanity on many levels. Narrated
in over 100,000 verses, it’s an
enchanting story of diplomacy,
dilemma, devotion and ultimately
love; full of Gods, demons, sages and
kings and everything in between. It’s
a story that can only ever be
described in superlative terms. And
yet there’s more. Nestled with this
historic tale is the divine
conversation known as the
Bhagavad Gita. This immortal epic
gives us access to the most profound
and comprehensive spiritual
wisdom and metaphysical
understandings known to man – the
keys to life, the universe and
everything. At School of Bhakti, we
heartfully ask you to join us for our
first Mahabharata series. In 5
sessions you’ll learn key lessons
from the lives of four pivotal
characters in the Mahabharata.
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David and
On Turning Challenges into Opportunity

Goliath
By Bhakta David

The bus factor is a modern term used in business to
assess the risk and impact of losing key members of the
team. The phrase has originated from dark humor to
assess what would be the project impact if a particular
member of the team was to be hit by a bus and
ultimately removed from the team. In Krishna
consciousness we know that nothing happens by
chance. Therefore if such an unfortunate scenario was
to happen to us, we could understand that it is the
mercy of the Lord to ultimately help us to come closer
to him. B.G 9.31: He quickly becomes righteous and
attains lasting peace. O son of Kunti, declare it boldly
that My devotee never perishes. Whatever service we
render in devotion to Krishna is never forgotten and
cannot be lost. If the unlikely bus scenario was to
happen we should have faith that we can always start
where we left off. Once we come to the platform of
Bhakti Yoga we are rekindling our eternal relationship
with Krishna. Our destiny is in our hands. We should
not speculate over what may or may not come to
fruition. The real threat is the Lord’s illusory energy
Maya. Srila Prabhupada: Letter to Mukunda -- New
York 13 May, 1967: The devotees of the temple must
keep themselves engaged otherwise they cannot make
progress in Krishna consciousness. Maya (material
illussion) is very strong and as soon as there is
opportunity Maya will come and attack. Therefore
every one should be very careful against the attack of
Maya. And the only effective defense is to remain
Krishna consciousness always. Srila Prabhupada gives
us hope that as long as we follow the specified process
we will have no unnecessary accidents. The light of
Krishna consciousness will dissipate the darkness of
Maya.
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COURSE OFFERINGS IN APR 2021

many more courses on our
website schoolofbhakti.com
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Reading
repertoire

A READING

guide

Some readers of Srila
Prabhupada’s books question
and are disturbed by his
statements about women.
Some of those statements may
seem incorrect or sexist, they
may seem old-fashioned and
culturally influenced, they
may seem stereotyped and
rigid. For those of us who
knew Srila Prabhupada and
have thoroughly absorbed
ourselves in his teachings and
personal example, these
perceptions are a great
concern, for they do not
reflect Srila Prabhupada’s
actual teachings and his mood.
These perceptions do not
reflect the teachings and mood
of Sri Krishna, Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu, or any of Their
exalted representatives
through the ages. So, what’s
going on? one wonders. Why
are these statements there and
how are we supposed to take
them? To unearth that, we’ve
created a booklet, What’s a
Woman to Do? (which despite
its name, is for both men and
women) to address these
questions and, we hope and
pray, to bring you Srila
Prabhupada as he is — utterly
inclusive, encouraging, and
loving to one and all.
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What's A
Woman
To Do?
By Visakha Devi Dasi
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Stop Making Excuses– It’s

By Sri Radha
Govinda Devi Dasi
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The world is full of people thinking, “I am too young,” “I am too
old,” “I am a woman,” “I am not good enough,” “I have too many
other responsibilities.” But Sukadeva Goswami did not think “I am
not properly dressed” when he had a chance to speak the SrimadBhagavatam, Pariksit Maharaj did not think “I am way too young to
die in seven days” and hundreds and thousands of sankirtan ladies
did not think “I am too feminine to stop people on the street and sell
the book”. Maya is expert in giving excuses why we cannot serve,
why we cannot succeed, and why we cannot surrender, but this is
just Maya, that which is not. That’s illusion, delusion, and doesn’t
serve anyone. Neither ourselves nor the suffering souls, many
people think “I am not ready” “I am not trained enough” but how
much is enough? That may never come. Think of the little Saraswati
who was asking “Do you know who Krishna is?” and people said
“No”; She confidently answered “Krishna is the supreme personality
of Godhead”, her simple faith and enthusiasm was the main
ingredient and as Srila Prabhupada said: that’s preaching. You may
not be a Sanskrit scholar, but you are a devotee you know more than
the 99.99% of humanity. What is our priority? Krsna’s pleasure or
our own considerations? Aligning to Krishna’s will in spite of own
fears, self-image, anger is the purpose of our life. Fear of failure, fear
of not looking good, fear of not feeling enough is all about us, it’s not
about Krsna. Being present for the opportunities that Krishna sends
our way and being aware of the inspiration within us facilitates us to
become the best version of ourselves that Krishna wants. Let fears
slip away. Release any negative, limiting, or self-defeating beliefs
buried in your subconscious too. These beliefs may be about life,
love, or yourself. Beliefs create reality. Let go! Dear Krsna, help me
become willing to let go of old beliefs and feelings that may be
stopping me from serving you. Gently take them from me and
replace them with new beliefs and feelings. Make me your
instrument in your divine hands.
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A Photo-Journal of Our Campus Headquarters

IN PHOTOS

at the Manor

hope

“In previous ages, a person could reach perfection through meditation,
temple worship or yajnas but in Kali-yuga, we cannot even perform one of
the nine-fold activities nicely. Although just one of these nine activities can
result in full love of Godhead, we engage in all nine and still have problems.
Fortunately Srila Haridasa reveals the holy name as a source of hope in
spite of the constant challenges in this Kali-yuga." HH Bhakti Tirtha Swami
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at the Manor
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hope

“Definition of Love: Capacity to forgive endlessly.”
HH Radhanath Swami
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at the Manor

IN PHOTOS

hope

Be like the honey
bee, anything it eats
is clean, anything it
drops is sweet, and
the branch it sits
upon does not
break.

schoolofbhakti.com
Search. Subscribe. Share.
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Thinking
Inspiration From The Inspired

Out

LOUD
By Sutapa Das

On the material level, can we truly find hope? There may be positive
thoughts, determined affirmations, optimistic plans and elaborate
arrangements, but it all eventually crumbles away as the ruthless
laws of nature indiscriminately take over. True hope can only come
from deep spirituality. That transcendent dimension brings a deeper
purpose, divine presence.“Successful life means one should have peaceful
life, with great hope, future hope, without any disturbance.” (SP Lecture)
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